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Climate Change is causing Economic and
Social Devastation in Africa
• According to the (IPCC) Fifth Assessment Report (AR5), ‘climate change is
likely to increase the frequency and magnitude of many extreme events;
such as sea level rise and drought..’
• AR6 has stated that ‘Sub-Saharan Africa has seen increased incidences in
heat waves, heavy rainfall, fires and droughts which will continue to affect
livelihoods, agriculture, water systems and ecosystems requiring rapid,
adaptation and transformational change’.
• The storm in South Africa’s Kwa-Zulu Natal province in mid-April, which
delivered close to an entire year’s usual rainfall in 48 hours, left more than
440 people dead, more than 40 thousand displaced; 630 schools damaged
alone with 23 hospitals and 34 clinics is an example…of climate change!

Mainstreaming Climate Change in
National Development Strategies
• African countries need to Mainstream Climate change into their
National Development Strategies (and SDGs & Agenda 2063) –
Climate Resilient Development (CRD)
• CRD strategies must facilitate ADAPTATION (Agriculture, Urban and
Rural Infrastructure, etc) to Climate Change Impacts;
• CRDs must be inclusive, participatory, fair, and balanced
• CRDs must support a JUST TRANSITION to a low carbon economy (eg,
from fossil-fuel based energy sources to renewable energy).

African Agency:
Advancing Climate Resilient Development
There are at least four levels of global engagement where African
countries can advance their own development interests and contribute
to the global effort to transition to a low carbon economy;
a) The AfCFTA and Developmental Regionalism.
b) Africa and South-South Solidarity
c) Global Climate Governance and the UNFCCC
d) Multilateral Trade Governance and the WTO

The AfCFTA and Developmental Regionalism
• Implement a ‘developmental regionalism’ approach to the AfCFTA –
complementing trade integration with industrialization and cooperation on
cross-border infrastructure.
• Build priority regional value chains in Africa to advance Africa’s
transformative Industrialization – Adding Value to Africa’s Agriculture and
Mineral Commodities - and build Africa’s industrial capabilities and
competitiveness.
• Leverage the AfCFTA to attract investment and technology transfer in
strategic sectors:
- renewable energy and green industrialization in new technologies
- Organic Cotton and Nature based textiles
- e-vehicles and batteries

Africa and South – South Solidarity
There are at least three ways in which Developing countries can collaborate
to support the transition to a global low carbon economy and society.
• Developing countries can work together, in sharing experiences and
knowledge on a ‘just transition’ from coal and other fossil fuel based
energy to renewable energies.
• Provide concessional financing for investment in Africa’s cross-border
infrastructure projects to reduce transport and logistics costs, without
increasing Africa’s unsustainable debt burden (DFIs such as New
Development Bank, etc).
• Build effective coalitions to restore the integrity of the WTO and insist on
the strengthening of the rules-based trading system that is fair, just and
development oriented.

Global Climate Governance - UNFCCC
Developing and developed countries should work toward the following
approaches in the UNFCCC and WTO:
• Recognize the principle of Common but Differentiated Responsibilities and
Respective Capabilities as agreed in UNFCCC conferences.
• Promises, made in Copenhagen (COP15), for $100 billion dollars of climate
finance per year by 2023 (not met) need to be increased to $750 billion a
year by 2030 – to support developing countries to adapt to climate change
and transition to low carbon energy infrastructure and production systems.
• A Trade and Environment Fund could be established by the UNFCCC
together with WTO and other multilateral institutions to provide additional
finance to developing countries to source critical green technologies and
build climate-smart trade infrastructure.

Multilateral Trade Governance and the WTO
First, recognize the principle of Special and Differential Treatment (S&DT) as agreed
in the Uruguay Round and WTO Agreements as a Right for developing countries
Second, the Environmental Goods and Services Agreement (EGS) being negotiated
in the WTO should be inclusive and multilateral, rather than plurilateral and
exclusive.
Third, EU and the US carbon border adjustment mechanisms (CBAMs), are tariffs on
imports - widely regarded as unilateral and coercive and will undermine
development – should be turned into positive measures to support Climate Resilient
Development Strategies(CRDs) of developing countries.
Fourth, expand TRIPS flexibilities for developing countries in relation to technology
development and transfer for climate related goods and services - the WTO could
agree on a time-limited climate waiver together with a ‘peace clause’ for disputes
on such measures.
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CTCN and Climate Technology Priorities

CTCN Mandate

CTCN Mandate

Technical Assistance Projects
2014 - 2021
332 TA requests received from 108 countries
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Joint TEC-CTCN Report on NDCs and
Technology Needs (2021)
• Analysis of Nationally determined contributions
received as of 31 December 2020 globally
• Information on technology needs mentioned in the
updated NDCs, including examples and success
stories
• Link:
https://unfccc.int/ttclear/misc_/StaticFiles/gnwoerk_
static/techandndc/c93353c94cfc4a1daa013f27ea92
df2f/bdc9d4fab72f44c283a0f35fb72ecc8e.pdf

Relevance of Technology in
Updated NDCs

• Most NDCs (90 per cent)
include information on
technology
• 93 per cent include only
qualitative information on
technology aspects, while 37
per cent also include
quantitative information

TNA Adaptation Priorities, Africa

TNA Mitigation Priorities, Africa

Challenges
Technology and capacity building
• Lack of data availability to implement technologies in an informed way
• Economic and social viability of technologies is crucial for sustained impact
• No one-size-fits-all approach
• Lack of alignment and integration of climate change into national and sectorial
policies hinder the implementation of NDCs
Regulations and governance
• Insufficient monitoring and evaluation systems
• Absence of clear policies on climate change, as well as policies that engage the
private sector in climate projects

Financing
• Lack of financing, in particular for most vulnerable countries
• Inadequate knowledge and awareness on climate change hinder African countries
from mobilizing resources

Opportunities
Clarity on priority sectors and technologies
• TNAs and NDCs provide clarity on priority sectors and technologies, as well as
support needed along the technology development cycle

Clarity on funding gaps
• Analyses highlight regions and sectors where more financing is needed due to
increased vulnerability
• Targeted financing can be provided

Collaboration and engagement opportunities
• Mechanisms for financing and technical assistance in place with large networks
• South-South-Collaboration as a vehicle to effectively transfer technologies and
knowledge within a region with similar environments and needs
• Further engagement of private sector
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Low-carbon technologies:
Diffusion vs. Transfer
National actions and international cooperation
Silvia Weko
Based on forthcoming
paper: Bridging the

low-carbon technology
gap? Assessing energy
initiatives for the Global
South
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What is technology transfer?
“learning to understand, utilize, and replicate the technology, including
the capacity to choose it and adapt it to local conditions and integrate it with
indigenous technologies” (IPCC 2000, pp. 3).
Technology diffusion vs. technology transfer
Diffusion: hardware is adopted in a new
location
Transfer: local knowledge and skills
increase
🡪 higher development + (long-term)
emissions reduction potential
Closing the low-carbon technology gap
▪ Intellectual property rights (IP) + highest-value activities concentrated in OECD, China
▪ Historical responsibility + justice issues
▪ Obligation to encourage tech transfer to developing countries under TRIPS (Art. 66.2)
& Paris Agreement
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International technology transfer in theory
Ockwell et al. 2010, based on Bell 1990

Technology
transferred

Technology supplier

Flow A
Engineering, managerial,
and other technological
capacities

Goods, services,
designs

Flow B

Technology importer

New production
capacity

Skills and know-how

Flow C
Knowledge and
expertise

Accumulation of
technological capacity

International tech transfer: solar PV technology
▪ First-mover advantage EU
▪ China as a success story: leader in manufacturing and installment,
now research and development
▪ Most other developing countries use but do not produce technologies
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International technology transfer: flow A

Flow A

Company builds and
operates a wind farm in
Jordan

More wind power

Technology diffusion through Flow A
▪ Firms operate in attractive markets: stable, profitable, large

Technology supplier
+ New markets and profits
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Technology importer
+ New energy source
+ Rents from land use (often low)
+ Low-skill jobs: some construction,
security, cleaning
- Can’t do own O&M, adapt to local
conditions
- Potential for failure and backlash
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International technology transfer: flow A

Left out of flow A: risky environments (e.g. political or economic instability), unattractive
markets (low demand, infrastructure issues, weak property rights protections)

Global new investments in renewable energy, share of total

Potential solutions:
▪ Increasing attractiveness: de-risking, demand aggregation, improving infrastructure
▪ Generally: more funding for international mechanisms
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International technology transfer: flow B
Flow A+B

Company builds a wind
farm in Jordan, hires
locals to operate and
maintain it

More wind power +
ability to fix it if
something goes wrong

Technology diffusion through Flow A+B
▪ Firms train and hire some locals if they have sufficient skills, for operation and
maintenance of installations
▪ Firms go where there is little risk of losing control of value creation: property rights
protections, fewer chances for reverse engineering and imitation
Technology supplier

Technology importer

+ New markets and profits

+ Sustained use of new energy source:
how to integrate it into a system
+ Higher-skilled jobs
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International technology transfer: flow B
Left out of flow B: countries with lower-skilled workers, issues with property rights
protections

Potential solutions:
▪ Training and capacity-building programs
▪ Policy changes: some (low-risk) requirements for training and employment, increasing
property rights protections (?)
Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies e. V.
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International technology transfer: flow C

Flow C

Knowledge and
expertise

Accumulating
technological
capacity

Technology transfer is possible IF:
▪ Local firms have high absorptive capacities
▪ Local firms are involved in processes requiring knowledge and expertise (e.g.
manufacturing solar panels)
▪ IF: government requirements
▪ AND: cooperation benefits firm
Technology supplier

Technology importer

+ New markets and profits
- New competitors, losing market share

+
+
-
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Accumulating technological capacity
Developing new industry and innovations
Potential to lose attractiveness
Potential for trade conflicts
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International technology transfer: flow C

Flow C

Knowledge and
expertise

Accumulating
technological
capacity

Policies to ‘force’ tech transfer
▪

Joint Ventures: foreign firms must form legal relationships and transfer technology
▪ “Negative list”: strategically important technologies, Chinese shareholders at 50%
or above
▪ Solar and wind energy on this list until 2011
▪ Electric vehicles phased out 2022

▪

Local Content Requirements: developers must use a certain percentage of local
products
▪ Common around the world: EU, North America, MENA region, South America
▪ Often tied to funding (FiT eligibility)
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The problem with local content requirements
Wind Manufacturing Capacity
Purple = foreign, blue = domestic
Doesn’t always
work to build
industry (see
Bazilian et al.,
2020, Behuria
2020)
Efficiency
issues: can
make installations
more expensive

Trade conflicts:
US – EU – China
disputes over
LCRs at the WTO
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Fostering tech transfer: International debates

Position on
IPRs

Technology holders

Technology importers

• Property rights regime incentivizes
firms to invest in innovation 🡪
technological advances for all

• Risk of patent thickets (needing to
acquire different expensive IPRs)
🡪 blocks technological advances

• Countries with stricter IPR
protections are more attractive for
FDI because it lessens the threat of
imitation 🡪 increasing tech
diffusion

• IPRs allow firms to monopolize
knowledge that can be life-saving
• ‘Global North’ firms mostly owns
these IPRs, but have lower
climate risks + high historical
responsibility

Prioritizing Diffusion: spread (existing) tech as
quickly as possible

Transfer: enable clean development
pathways

Proposed
solutions

• Put low-carbon technology in the
public domain
• TRIPs waivers and licensing
exceptions

• Patent pledges
• Flexible and affordable licensing
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Fostering tech transfer: international mechanisms
At the UNFCCC
▪
▪

Clean Development Mechanism
(CDM)
Conditional Nationally Determined
Contributions (NDCs) depend on
tech transfer

UN technology mechanism
▪
▪
▪

Technology Executive Committee:
guidance and roadmaps
Climate Tech Center and Network:
technical assistance for developing
countries
Financed by GEC, GCF
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NDC explorer: (purple) NDCs conditional on tech transfer
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Fostering tech transfer: international mechanisms
International organizations and development banks
▪
▪
▪
▪

Information and training
Project finance: installation, infrastructure,
small-scale electricity access initiatives
Often development-focused, some local training
Climate Innovation Centers (CIC): all-around
support for SMEs in emerging economics
(Ghana, Vietnam)

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects
of Intellectual Property Rights
(TRIPS): Article 66.2
▪ Developed countries incentivize their firms and institutions to promote tech
transfer to LDCs – including low-carbon tech
▪ Must submit annual reports on their article 66.2 activities
▪ Critiques: not targeting LDCs, vague or inaccurate tech transfer definitions (e.g.
UK funding drug research that could benefit the developing world)
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Summary
• ‘Green industrialization’ requires tech diffusion + transfer
• IPRs are not the main barrier to tech diffusion
• IPRs may be a barrier to tech transfer if costly, create patent thickets etc.
• Increasing tech diffusion: increasing attractiveness for investment in RE
installations through public/donor mechanisms (de-risking, infrastructure)
• Increasing tech transfer: against interests of technology-holders, whose
competitive advantages come from innovation
Option 1: Tech recipients increase requirements
local content requirements
limited to large, attractive markets like China
Option 2: Developed countries increase requirements on (own) firms:
obligating own firms to do more for skills-sharing + localization
keeping IP protections short-term, regulating against patent thickets
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Get in touch!

Investigating the systemic impacts of the global energy transition (ISIGET) project
IASS Potsdam
Silvia Weko
silvia.weko@iass-potsdam.de
@SilviaWeko

Research Associate

Prof. Dr. Andreas Goldthau
Research Group Leader
Andreas.goldthau@iass-potsdam.de
@goldthau
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Further materials
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About us
Research Group: The Energy Transition
and the Global South
▪ “Investigating the Systemic Impacts of the Global Energy
Transition”: funded by French and German governments
(2019-2022)
▪ Interested in challenges facing developing countries, risk of
uneven transition
Research streams:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

Trade-climate linkages (Border Carbon Adjustment)
Energy justice
COVID-19 impacts
Attitudes towards climate and energy
Qualitative case studies: 2050 transition scenarios in Jordan,
Malaysia, Kenya and Chile
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Low-carbon tech transfer research
Success stories: tech transfer through FDI and trade
▪
▪
▪
▪

China: solar and wind industry ‘green industrialization’
Chile, Brazil: wind tech transfer due to demand + pre-existing knowledge
base + policy
India: tech transfer via CDM + demand + policy – but ‘late’ to game
South Africa: local content requirements unsuccessful

Technology transfer through the Clean Development Mechanism (CDM)
▪
▪
▪

Follows general trends and existing relationships (China, India, Brazil)
Around 5% in Africa
“Technology transfer” listed in projects is not necessarily ‘transfer’ per se

South-South exchange
▪ North-South imbalances could make South-South transfer more appropriate?
▪ Not necessarily: role of China and build-operate-transfer contracts
Intellectual property rights?
▪

Blocking vs. encouraging technology transfer
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Tech transfer possibilities
General county characteristics: is it attractive for investors? (stable, profitable)
Low-skill local employment, potential for decarbonization
No Stream A (installation)

Country characteristics + local capacities: some high-skilled locals, but without
threatening competitive advantages (IPR issues etc)?

Resources: (some) tech transfer
initiatives
No Stream B (O&M)

Higher-skill local employment, decarbonization
Is there very high absorptive capacity locally? (strong innovation systems)

Policies: investing in local capacity,
increasing attractiveness
Are there reasons for firms to risk their competitive advantages by
sharing knowledge? (key market access, critical materials, etc.)
No Stream C (knowledge)

Are there policies to ‘force’ knowledge and expertise-sharing? (joint
ventures, local content requirements)

Accumulating technological capacity, ‘green industrialization’
Institute for Advanced Sustainability Studies e. V.
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Summary
Technology importer

Transfer streams

Development and
climate potential

National policy
options

International
community options

Markets perceived as
high-risk, low reward:
instability, small

Will not arrive through
the private sector.
Alternatives are (some)
tech transfer agents like
the CTCN, MDBs

Low: tech transfer
initiatives are only a drop
in the bucket

Improving attractiveness
(e.g. infrastructure
investments)

Funding and support for
higher-risk countries
(de-risking, grants to
MDBs etc.)

Somewhat attractive
markets: smaller but
nevertheless profitable

Transfer stream A:
installment will increase,
but no large structural
changes

Medium/low: reducing
emissions, but mainly
low-skill short-term jobs
without transfer

As above

Attractive markets: tech
exporters are willing to
make some concessions
for access

Transfer stream A+B:
installment increases,
potential for structural
changes

Medium/high: reducing
emissions, new jobs in
operation, maintenance,
installment

Investing in local
capacities

Connect to intl resources
(UN, IRENA, banks)
As above
Potentially: pressure on
tech exporters (like
Orsted) for CSR
As above

Requirements on
exporters (jobs training,
local employment)
Connect to intl resources

Very attractive markets:
tech exporters will make
significant concessions for
access

Transfer stream A+B+C
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High: reducing emissions,
new industry emerges
that can eventually push
policy

Investing in capacities +
local content
requirements and joint
ventures

Preventing trade conflicts
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